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Time  Content Grammar Vocabulary Reading Listening Speaking Writing Culture 

Week 1 Dream Big 

(Unit 1) 

-present tenses 

-stative verbs 

-past tenses 

-used to- 

be/get 

-used to-

would 

-prepositions 

-phrasal verbs 

-inspiration 

-character 

qualities 

-similes 

related to 

character 

(as…as) 

The ultimate 

role model? 

(article- 

multiple 

choice) 

Dialogue 

(multiple 

choice) 

- a 

presentation 

- a personal 

interview 

- an article 

describing a 

person 

- writing tip: 

Descriptive 

language ; 

title 

Inspiring 

characters 

(article- 

multiple 

matching) 

Week 2 Dream Big 

(Unit 1) 

-present tenses 

-stative verbs 

-past tenses 

-used to- 

be/get 

-used to-

would 

-prepositions 

-phrasal verbs 

-inspiration 

-character 

qualities 

-similes 

related to 

character 

(as…as) 

The ultimate 

role model? 

(article- 

multiple 

choice) 

Dialogue 

(multiple 

choice) 

- a 

presentation 

- a personal 

interview 

- an article 

describing a 

person 

- writing tip: 

Descriptive 

language ; 

title 

Inspiring 

characters 

(article- 

multiple 

matching) 

Week 3 Dream Big Workbook + Grammar Bok + Study Sync 

Week 4 Touch of 

nature 

(Unit 2 ) 

-(to) infinitive 

/ -ing forms 

-intensifiers 

-prepositions 

-phrasal verbs 

- the universe 

- verbs related 

to shine 

- idioms with 

shine 

Written in 

the Stars 

(article) 

Dialogue 

(multiple 

choice) 

- a 

presentation 

- narrating- 

expressing 

- a summary 

of a legend 

- a narrative 

How Finn 

McCool’s 

hair wen 

white (article- 



- gapped 

text: missing 

sentences) 

surprise / 

confusion 

- writing tip: 

elements in 

stories 

correct 

sentences) 

Week 5 Touch of 

nature 

(Unit 2) 

-(to) infinitive 

/ -ing forms 

-intensifiers 

-prepositions 

-phrasal verbs 

- the universe 

- verbs related 

to shine 

- idioms with 

shine 

Written in 

the Stars 

(article) 

- gapped 

text: missing 

sentences) 

Dialogue 

(multiple 

choice) 

- a 

presentation 

- narrating- 

expressing 

surprise / 

confusion 

- a summary 

of a legend 

- a narrative 

- writing tip: 

elements in 

stories 

How Finn 

McCool’s 

hair wen 

white (article- 

correct 

sentences) 

Week 6 Touch of 

nature 

(Unit 2) 

Workbook + Grammar Bok + Study Sync 

Week 7 Stuff that 

matter (Unit 

3) 

-comparisons 

-like- as 

-it -there 

-prepositions 

- phrasal verbs 

-fashion 

-clothes & 

accessories 

-idioms 

related to 

clothes 

- Green is the 

new black ( 

article-

multiple 

choice) 

Monologues 

(multiple 

matching) 

Making 

choices – 

expressing 

certainty – 

uncertainty)  

- a blog entry 

- an 

expository 

essay 

- writing tip: 

hook 

statement; 

context; thesis 

-Born & 

Worn in the 

USA (article- 

multiple 

matching) 

 

Week 8 Stuff that 

matter (Unit 

3) 

-comparisons 

-like- as 

-it -there 

-prepositions 

- phrasal verbs 

-fashion 

-clothes & 

accessories 

-idioms 

related to 

clothes 

- Green is the 

new black ( 

article-

multiple 

choice) 

Monologues 

(multiple 

matching) 

Making 

choices – 

expressing 

certainty – 

uncertainty)  

- a blog entry 

- an 

expository 

essay 

- writing tip: 

hook 

statement; 

context; thesis 

-Born & 

Worn in the 

USA (article- 

multiple 

matching) 

 

Week 9 Reshaping 

Work (Unit 

4) 

- future tenses 

- other future 

forms 

-work-soft 

skills 

- employment 

conditions 

The 21st 

century 

worker ( 

article – 

Dialogue 

(multiple 

matching) 

Asking for/ 

expressing 

opinions- 

reacting 

-A paragraph 

expressing 

opinion 

Million dollar 

Mottos 

(article – 



- degrees of 

certainty 

- prepositions 

- phrasal verbs 

- idioms 

related to 

work 

gapped text: 

missing 

paragraphs) 

- an opinion 

essay 

- writing tip : 

techniques to 

start/end 

opinion 

essays 

multiple 

matching) 

Week 10 Reshaping 

Work (Unit 

4) 

Workbook + Grammar Bok + Study Sync 

Week 11 Rebooting 

Happiness 

(Unit 5) 

- modals ( 

present & 

past) 

- deductions 

- modality 

phrases 

- prepositions 

- phrasal verbs 

- feelings 

- emotional 

intelligence 

- idioms 

related 

feelings / 

mood 

 

Happiness to 

stream onto 

your screen 

Dialogue 

(multiple 

matching) 

Requesting 

advice  

- empathizing 

- suggesting 

solutions 

- a review 

- an essay 

making 

suggestions 

Writing tip: 

linking ideas 

 So you want 

to become a 

US citizen? 

(online 

article- 

answer 

questions) 

 

Week 12 Rebooting 

Happiness 

(Unit 5) 

Workbook + Grammar Bok + Study Sync 

Week 13 What’s on 

tonight (Unit 

6) 

- passive voice 

- personal/ 

impersonal 

structures 

- the/- 

-prepositions 

- phrasal verbs 

-entertainment 

- theatre 

- idioms 

related to 

theatre 

- Virtually 

watching 

- 

Monologues 

(multiple 

matching 

- a debate 

- reviewing a 

theatre 

performance 

- an advert 

- a review of 

the theatre 

performance 

- writing tip:  

Elements in 

review 

Visiting 

Ireland : 

music 

Week 14 What’s on 

tonight (Unit 

6) 

Workbook + Grammar Bok + Study Sync 

 


